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Abstract
In this paper those graphs are studied for which a so-called strong ordering of the vertex set
exists. This class of graphs, called strongly orderable graphs, generalizes the strongly chordal
graphs and the chordal bipartite graphs in a quite natural way. We consider two characteristic
elimination orderings for strongly orderable graphs, one on the vertex set and the second on the
edge set, and prove that these graphs can be recognized in O(|V | + |E|)|V | time. Moreover, a
special strong ordering of a strongly orderable graph can be produced in the same time bound.
We present variations of greedy algorithms that compute a minimum coloring, a maximum clique,
a minimum clique partition and a maximum independent set of a strongly orderable graph in
linear time if such a special strong ordering is given. ? 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
Keywords: Strongly chordal graphs; Chordal bipartite graphs; Strong ordering; Simple
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1. Introduction
Elimination orderings of graphs are an algorithmically powerful tool. Chordal and
strongly chordal graphs represent good examples for this. Recall that a graph G is called
chordal if it has no induced cycles of length greater than three. These graphs have a
nice elimination ordering, called simplicial ordering, which makes it possible to solve
in linear time a number of optimization problems; among them minimum coloring,
maximum independent set, maximum clique and minimum clique partition [13,22]. The
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well-known domination problem remains NP-complete even for this restricted class.
Strongly chordal graphs were introduced by Farber [11] in order to have a subclass of
chordal graphs where the domination problem can be solved eciently. A graph G is
called strongly chordal if it admits a strong simplicial ordering [11], i.e. an ordering
 of the vertices of G such that
1. if a< fb; cg and ab; ac 2 E then bc 2 E,
2. if ab; ac; bd 2 E; a<d and b<c then cd 2 E.
(We write a<b whenever in a given ordering  vertex a has a smaller number than
vertex b.)
This ordering allows to solve various domination{like problems as well as the Steiner
tree problem and the maximum matching problem in linear time [12,5,24,4,7].
If an ordering  satises only the rst condition then  is called simplicial ordering.
An ordering satisfying only the second condition we will call strong ordering. It is
well known that a graph G has a simplicial ordering if and only if G is chordal (cf.
[14]). Moreover, a simplicial ordering of a (chordal) graph can be computed in linear
time using Lexicographic breadth rst search (LexBFS, [22]). Unfortunately, to date
the fastest method | doubly lexical ordering of the (closed) neighborhood matrix
[20] | producing a strong simplicial ordering of a strongly chordal graph G takes
O(jEjlogjV j) [21] or O(jV j2) [23] time.
It follows from the results in [7,9] that a strong ordering is very useful for comput-
ing a maximum matching of a graph. If a graph G has a strong ordering and a strong
ordering is given, then a maximum matching of G can be found in linear time. Among
the graphs having strong orderings are also chordal bipartite graphs, i.e. bipartite graphs
having no induced cycles of length greater than four (cf. [14]). It is well known (see
[11,1,20]) that chordal bipartite graphs are exactly those bipartite graphs which have
a strong ordering, and that this ordering can be computed in O(minfjEjlogjV j; jV j2g)
time using doubly lexical ordering of the bipartite adjacency matrix.
In [8] Dahlhaus has shown that a strong ordering is useful also for optimal coloring
of graphs. A O(jEj+jV j)logjV j time algorithm is presented which computes a minimum
coloring for a graph with a strong ordering if such an ordering is given. The paper [8]
does not give an answer to how one can check whether a given graph has a strong
ordering and how to compute such an ordering eciently if it exists.
In this paper we give two characterizations of the graphs for which a strong ordering
exists. We call them strongly orderable graphs (note that in [8] they were called
generalized strongly chordal graphs). We dene new elimination orderings, one on the
vertex set and the second on the edge set, which generalize the known characteristic
elimination orderings of strongly chordal graphs and chordal bipartite graphs. It turns
out that both these new orderings are characteristic for strongly orderable graphs. So,
this class of graphs generalizes the strongly chordal graphs and the chordal bipartite
graphs in quite a natural way. Using those characterizations we give an O(jV j+ jEj)jV j
time algorithm for recognizing strongly orderable graphs which also produces a special
strong ordering of such a graph. In the last section we present variations of greedy
algorithms that compute a minimum coloring, a maximum clique, a minimum clique
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partition and a maximum independent set of a strongly orderable graph in linear time
if such a special strong ordering is given.
Notice that in [9] we characterize strongly orderable graphs for which a strong
ordering can be found in linear time by LexBFS. Moreover, there we describe also a
subclass of strongly orderable graphs where a strong ordering can be found by doubly
lexical ordering of the neighborhood matrix in O(minfjEjlogjV j; jV j2g) time.
2. Strong orderings and related elimination orderings
All graphs G = (V; E) in this note are nite, undirected and simple (i.e. without
loops and multiple edges). For S V let G(S) be the subgraph of G induced by S.
The (open) neighborhood of a vertex v of G is the set NG(v) = fu 2 V : uv 2 Eg and
the closed neighborhood is NG[v]=NG(v)[fvg. If no confusion can arise we will omit
the index G.
Let =(v1; v2; : : : ; vn) be an ordering of the vertex set of a graph G. In what follows,
we will write a<b whenever in a given ordering  vertex a has a smaller number
than vertex b. Moreover, a< fb1; : : : ; bkg is an abbreviation for a<bi, i = 1; : : : ; k.
Denition 1. An ordering  of the vertex set of a graph G is a strong ordering if for
every four vertices a; b; c; d of G such that ab; ac; bd 2 E; a<d and b<c we have
cd 2 E.
Denition 2. A graph G is strongly orderable if it admits a strong ordering.
The following lemma indicates how to check whether a given ordering  is a strong
ordering in linear time. The idea is borrowed from [20].
Lemma 3. An ordering  of the vertex set of a graph G is a strong ordering if and
only if for every edge ab 2 E we have both
(a) the smallest neighbor c of a with c>b is adjacent to the smallest neighbor d
of b with d>a and d 6= c; and
(b) the smallest neighbor d of b with d>a is adjacent to the smallest neighbor c
of a with c>b and c 6= d.
Proof. We have to prove the ‘if ’ part only. Assume that  is not a strong ordering
of G. Choose four vertices a; b; c and d such that ab; ac; bd 2 E, cd 62 E, a<d and
b<c which minimize s(a; b; c; d) = (d− a) + (c− b) (in arithmetic operations we use
the numbers of vertices in ). Since cd 62 E neighbor c of a with c>b or neighbor
d of b with d>a is not smallest in . Without, loss of generality, suppose that there
is a neighbor c0 of a such that b<c0<c. We claim that c0 = d. If c0d 2 E then
the existence of vertices a; c0; c; d with s(a; c0; c; d)<s(a; b; c; d) contradicts to the
choice of a; b; c; d. If c0d 62 E and c0 6= d then now the existence of vertices a; b; c0; d
with s(a; b; c0; d)<s(a; b; c; d) contradicts to the choice of a; b; c; d. Hence c0 = d, and
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we conclude that da 2 E, c>d and c is the smallest in  neighbor of a such that
c 6= d and c>b. Repeating the arguments above we obtain that d should be the small-
est in  neighbor of b with d>a. Since cd 62 E a contradiction to the requirement of
the lemma arises.
Now, if we are given a graph G with an ordering  in the form of an ordered
adjacency list, then verication of whether  is a strong ordering of G can be performed
in O(jV j+ jEj) time (for details see [20]). Below we will show that a strong ordering
of a strongly orderable graph G can be produced in O(jV j+ jEj)jV j time.
2.1. Quasi-simple elimination orderings
For a given ordering  of the vertex set of a graph G, by G>v we denote a subgraph
of G induced by the set fu 2 V : u>vg. Strongly chordal graphs can be characterized
also by another elimination scheme [11]. A vertex v of a graph G is called simple in G
if for all x; y 2 NG(v), NG[x]NG[y] or NG[y]NG[x] holds, i.e. fNG[x] : x 2 NG[v]g
is linearly ordered by inclusion. A simple elimination ordering of a graph G is an
ordering  such that vertex v is simple in G>v for all v 2 V . In [11] it is shown that
G is strongly chordal if and only if G admits a simple elimination ordering. Note that
a strong simplicial ordering is a simple elimination ordering  such that for all v 2 V
in G>v we have NG>v [x]NG>v [y] whenever x<y in  and x; y 2 NG>v(v). Here we
dene a new ordering of the vertex set of a graph which has similar relation to strong
orderings.
A vertex v is dominated by a vertex u (or u dominates v) in a graph G if NG(v) n
fugNG(u) n fvg holds. If additionally there exists a vertex w adjacent to u but not
to v, then we say that v is strictly dominated by u (or u strictly dominates v) in G.
If v dominates u and is dominated by u, i.e. NG(v) n fug= NG(u) n fvg, then we say
that the vertices v and u are twins. Two vertices v and u of a graph G are comparable
in G if one of them dominates the other. Otherwise we will say that v and u are
noncomparable.
Denition 4. A vertex v of a graph G is quasi-simple in G if every two vertices of
NG(v) are comparable in G. A quasi-simple elimination ordering of a graph G is an
ordering  such that vertex v is quasi-simple in G>v for all v 2 V .
Lemma 5. Let G be a strongly orderable graph. Any strong ordering of G is a
quasi-simple elimination ordering of G.
Proof. Let  be a strong ordering of G. Consider an arbitrary vertex a of G and let b
and c be neighbors of a in G>a. Without loss of generality, assume that b<c in .
Then, since  is a strong ordering of G, every neighbor d of b with a<d is adjacent
to c, i.e. in G>a vertex b is dominated by c. Consequently, each vertex a of G is
quasi-simple in G>a. By denition,  is a quasi-simple elimination ordering of G.
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For a vertex v 2 V let degG(v) be the degree of v in G. The next lemma gives a
nice criterion for checking whether a vertex v of G is quasi-simple in G.
Lemma 6. Let x1; x2; : : : ; xk (k = degG(v)) be an ordering of neighbors of a vertex v
such that degG(x1)6degG(x2)6   6degG(xk). Then v is quasi-simple in G if and
only if both of the following hold:
(a) xj is dominated by xj+1; for every j=1; : : : ; k − 1; and
(b) xjxj+1 2 E if xjxj−1 2 E; for every j=2; : : : ; k − 1.
Proof. Assume that v is quasi-simple in G. If xj is not dominated by xj+1 for some
j 2 f1; : : : ; k − 1g then there must be a vertex adjacent to xj and not to xj+1. On the
other hand, we have degG(xj+1)>degG(xj). Hence there exists a vertex which adjacent
to xj+1 and not to xj. This means that neighbors xj+1 and xj of v are noncomparable in
G, which is impossible. Thus, for every j=1; : : : ; k − 1, xj is dominated by xj+1 in G.
Now assume that xj is adjacent to xj−1 for some j=2; : : : ; k−1. Since xj is dominated
by xj+1 and xj−1 is dominated by xj we immediately conclude that xj−1xj+1 2 E and
hence xjxj+1 2 E.
To prove the converse we will show that for every two neighbors xi and xj of v
with i< j, NG(xi)NG[xj] holds. Let l be the smallest index such that i6l< j and
xlxl+1 2 E (if l is not dened we set l= j). From the requirements of the lemma we
obtain xpxp+1 2 E, for all p 2 fl; : : : ; j − 1g, and
NG(xi)NG(xi+1)   NG(xl)NG[xl]NG[xl+1]   NG[xj]:
That is every two neighbors of v are comparable in G.
Now assume that a graph G admits a quasi-simple elimination ordering. In what
follows, we will use the following special quasi-simple elimination ordering of G.
Procedure LexQSEO (Lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering). Order the
vertices of a graph G=(V; E) by assigning numbers from 1 to jV j. Assign the number
k + 1 to a vertex v (as yet unnumbered) which
(1) is quasi-simple in the graph G(V n fv1; : : : ; vkg), where v1; : : : ; vk are already
numbered vertices,
(2) has the minimum number of neighbors in V n fv1; : : : ; vkg among all vertices
satisfying (1), and
(3) has lexicographically smallest vector s(v)= (si(v) : i= k; k− 1; : : : ; 1) among all
vertices satisfying (2), where si(v) = 1 if v is adjacent to vi, and si(v) = 0 otherwise.
The running time of this procedure for a graph G=(V; E) can be estimated as follows.
First we compute the matrix R(G)=(rxy)x;y2V , where rxy= jNG(x)nNG[y]j. For a xed
vertex x, the row of R(G) corresponding to x can be completed in O(degG(x)jV j) time:
put initially rxy:=degG(x) for all y 2 V and then for every v 2 NG(x) decrease the
value of rxy by 1 if and only if v 2 NG[y]. So, the whole matrix R(G) can be computed
in O(jV jjEj) time. Evidently, a vertex x is dominated by a vertex y in G if and only
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if rxy = 0. Hence, having the matrix R(G) one can check in constant time whether a
vertex x is dominated by a vertex y in G.
Now assume that we have already numbered k (k>0) vertices of the graph G and
we want to select a vertex in the graph Hk =G(V k), where V k = V n fv1; : : : ; vkg and
V 0=V , to number it by k+1. Assume also, that we are given the matrix R(Hk) (below
we will show how to get the matrix R(Hi+1) from the matrix R(Hi) eciently).
Arrange the vertices of V k in increasing order with respect to the parameter degHk ().
This can be done using bucket sort in O(jV j + jEj) time, obtaining the ordering
 = (x1; x2; : : : ; xjV k j). Using this ordering  and the standard linear time technique for
obtaining an ordered adjacency list from a nonordered adjacency list of a graph (see
e.g. [14]), for each vertex v, we get an ordered representation (xi1 ; xi2 ; : : : ; xip) of its
neighbors in the graph Hk .
Then, having this structure and the matrix R(Hk), we can check whether a vertex v is
quasi-simple in Hk using only degG(v) time. Note that v is quasi-simple if and only if
xij is dominated by xij+1 for every j=1; : : : ; degHk (v)−1, and xij xij+1 2 E if xij xij−1 2 E
for every j = 2; : : : ; degHk (v)− 1 (see Lemma 6). Consequently, in O(jV j+ jEj) time
we can select all quasi-simple vertices of the graph Hk and choose among them all
vertices with minimum degree in Hk . A vertex v which has lexicographically smallest
vector s(v) can be found in O(
Pk
i=1 degG(vi)) = O(jV j+ jEj) time. By the procedure,
the vertex v will be numbered by k + 1, i.e. vk+1:=v.
It remains to note that the matrix R(Hk+1) for the graph Hk+1 =G(V k nfvk+1g) can
be obtained in O(degG(vk+1)jV j) time from the matrix R(Hk) in the following way:
for all x; y 2 V k n fvk+1g with vk+1x 2 E, decrease the value of rxy by 1 if and only
if vk+1y 62 E.
Summarizing, the total running time of the Procedure LexQSEO is
O(jV jjEj) + O(jV j+ jEj)jV j+
X
v2V
O(degG(v)jV j) = O(jV j+ jEj)jV j:
We will prove later that any lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering of a graph
G is a strong ordering of G. But rst we present an important auxiliary result.
Lemma 7. Let  be a lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering of a graph G.
If a vertex c is strictly dominated by a vertex b in some graph G>a; where a6fb; cg;
then c<b in .
Proof. Assume that the lemma is false, and select a counterexample in which b is as
large as possible; that is
(i) the vertex b has a smaller number than the vertex c in , i.e. b<c, but
(ii) for every b0>b, if a vertex c0 strictly dominated by b0 in G>a0 with a06fb0; c0g,
then c0<b0 holds.
Since c is strictly dominated by b in G>a and a6b holds, in the graph G>b either
c is still strictly dominated by b or these vertices are twins.
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Case 1: c is strictly dominated by b in G>b. Consider in  the smallest vertex c
such that b<c and c is strictly dominated by b in G>b. Evidently, c6c.
We claim that c is quasi-simple in the graph G>b.
If this is not the case, we will nd in G>b two noncomparable neighbors u and
v of c. From NG>b(c
)N [b] we conclude that u; v 2 N [b]. Moreover, since b is
quasi-simple in G>b, but u and v are noncomparable in this graph, the vertex b must
coincide with one of these vertices, say b= u.
The vertices b = u and v are noncomparable in the graph G>b. Hence, there exist
two vertices x and z of G>b (other than b and v) such that xb; zv 2 E and xv; zb 62 E
hold. Since b is quasi-simple in G>b and x; c 2 N (b), the vertices x and c are
comparable in G>b. From vc 2E and xv 62E we conclude that the vertex x is strictly
dominated by c (and hence, by b) in G>b. Moreover, assumption (ii) yields x<c.
Thus, we obtain that the vertex x is strictly dominated by b in G>b and fullls the
condition b<x<c. This contradiction to the choice of the vertex c proves that c
is quasi-simple in G>b.
Therefore, both vertices b and c are quasi-simple in G>b, but the vertex c has less
neighbors in G>b than the vertex b. Since b was a quasi-simple vertex of the graph
G>b with the minimum number of neighbors in G>b, a contradiction arises. (Recall
that  is a lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering of G.)
Case 2: c and b are twins in G>b. Now we claim that the vertex c is quasi-simple in
G>b. Indeed, since b is quasi-simple in G>b any two neighbors of c in G>b, dierent
from b, are comparable in G>b as neighbors of b. So, let bc 2 E and x be an arbitrary
neighbor of c with x>b. If x and b are noncomparable in G>b then x and c cannot
be comparable as well due to NG>b [c] = NG>b [b].
Hence, both vertices b and c are quasi-simple in G>b and both have the same
neighborhood in this graph. But recall that c was strictly dominated by b in the graph
G>a. Therefore, the largest vertex v of the set (NG(c) [ NG(b)) n (NG(c) \ NG(b))
fullls v<b and is adjacent to b and not to c. This means that before assigning a
number to vertex b the vector s(c) was lexicographically smaller than the vector s(b)
(see condition (3) in the Procedure LexQSEO). Since  is a lexicographic quasi-simple
elimination ordering of G, again a contradiction arises.
The contradictions obtained in both cases show that the assumption b<c is wrong.
Lemma 8. Any lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering of a graph G is a
strong ordering of G.
Proof. Let  be a lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering of G and assume
that it is not a strong ordering. Then we will nd in G four vertices a; b; c and d
such that ab; ac; bd 2 E; a<b<c and a<d, but cd 62 E. Since a is quasi-simple in
G>a any two neighbors of a in G>a are comparable. From a< fb; c; dg, b; c 2 N (a),
db 2 E and dc 62 E we conclude that the vertex c is strictly dominated by b in this
graph G>a. Hence, by Lemma 7, in  vertex c must have a smaller number than the
vertex b, contradicting b<c.
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Since a quasi-simple vertex v of G is quasi-simple in any induced subgraph of G
which includes v from Lemmas 5 and 8 we derive
Theorem 9. A graph G is strongly orderable if and only if it admits a quasi-simple
elimination ordering.
Hence, the Procedure LexQSEO can be used for recognizing strongly orderable
graphs as well as for computing a strong ordering of such a graph.
Corollary 10. It can be tested in O(jV j+ jEj)jV j time whether a graph G=(V; E) is
strongly orderable.
Corollary 11. For a given strongly orderable graph G=(V; E) a strong ordering can
be produced in O(jV j+ jEj)jV j time.
2.2. Simplicial-edge-without-vertex elimination orderings
A vertex v of a graph G is called simplicial in G if every two neighbors of v are
adjacent, i.e. the neighborhood NG(v) of v induces a complete subgraph of G. Using
this notion one can give an alternative denition of simplicial orderings. An ordering
 is a simplicial ordering of G if vertex v is simplicial in G>v for all v 2 V . Note also
that a vertex is simple if and only if it is quasi-simple and simplicial as well. In [15]
the notion of simpliciality was adapted for bipartite graphs. An edge ab of a bipartite
graph G is called bisimplicial if NG(a) [ NG(b) induces a complete bipartite subgraph
of G. Analogously to this we dene a simplicial edge of an arbitrary graph.
Denition 12. An edge ab of a graph G is simplicial in G if every two distinct vertices
v 2 NG(a) and u 2 NG(b) are adjacent in G.
We will need also the following notion of a simplicial-edge-without-vertex elimi-
nation ordering. It generalizes the known notion of a bisimplicial-edge-without-vertex
elimination ordering (see [10,18,3,17]) and refers to an edge elimination ordering such
that no vertices are deleted in the process.
Denition 13. Let G = (V; E) be a graph, (e1; : : : ; em) be an ordering on E and Gi =
(V; Ei) be a subgraph of G with vertex set V and edge set Ei=fej: j> ig. The ordering
(e1; : : : ; em) is a simplicial-edge-without-vertex elimination ordering for G if each edge
ei is simplicial in Gi.
It is known from [10,3] (see also [18,17]) that a bipartite graph G is chordal bi-
partite if and only if G has a bisimplicial-edge-without-vertex elimination ordering.
Here we will show that strongly orderable graphs are exactly those graphs for which
a simplicial-edge-without-vertex elimination ordering exists.
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Let =(v1; : : : ; vn) be an ordering on the vertex set V of a graph G=(V; E). For every
edge e of G, denote by left(e) (right(e)) the number in  of its smaller (respectively,
larger) endvertex. A natural way to construct an ordering =(e1; : : : ; em) on the edge
set E of G from vertex ordering  is the following. Order edges of G by assigning
numbers from 1 to jEj. Assign the number k to an edge e (as yet unnumbered) which
has lexicographically smallest pair (left(e); right(e)). In other words, we number rst
all edges that are incident to v1, in order of their right endpoints, then all unnumbered
edges that are incident to v2 and so on.
Lemma 14. Let  be a strong ordering of a strongly orderable graph G and  be
an edge ordering of G obtained from . Then  is a simplicial-edge-without-vertex
elimination ordering of G.
Proof. Let  = (v1; : : : ; vn) be a strong ordering of a graph G and  = (e1; : : : ; em). It
is enough to show that the edge e1 is simplicial in G and that  is a strong ordering
of the graph G1 = (V; E n fe1g) too.
Let e1 = xy and assume that x<y in . From our construction of  we obtain
that x is the smallest vertex of G with respect to  such that NG(x) 6= ;, and y is the
smallest vertex of NG(x) . Hence, for every u 2 NG(x) n fyg and v 2 NG(y) n fx; ug
we have y<u and x<v. Since  is a strong ordering of G these vertices must be
adjacent. So, the edge e1 is simplicial in G.
Now assume that  is not a strong ordering of G1. Then there exist four vertices
a; b; c; d of G such that ab; ac; bd 2 E nfe1g, a<d and b<c but cd 62 E nfe1g. Since
 is a strong ordering of G we conclude cd = e1 = xy. But this is impossible, since
by a<d and b<c neither c nor d can be the rst vertex in  which has a neighbor.
We call a graph nontrivial if it has at least one edge.
Corollary 15. Every nontrivial induced subgraph H of a strongly orderable graph G
has a simplicial edge.
Proof. The smallest edge of H with respect to a simplicial-edge-without-vertex elimi-
nation ordering of G is simplicial in H .
Evidently, given a strong ordering of a strongly orderable graph G, a simplicial-edge-
without-vertex elimination ordering of G can be produced in O(jV j+ jEj) time.
Theorem 16. A graph G is strongly orderable if and only if it admits a simplicial-edge-
without-vertex elimination ordering.
Proof. In view of Lemma 14, we only need to prove that if G has a simplicial-edge-
without-vertex elimination ordering  then G is a strongly orderable graph. We pro-
ceed by induction on the number of edges of G. Let xy be the rst edge of  and
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G1 = (V; E n fxyg). By induction, the graph G1 is a strongly orderable graph. Then,
by Lemma 5, G1 has a quasi-simple elimination ordering. Consider a lexicographic
quasi-simple elimination ordering  of G1. From Lemma 8 we have that  is a strong
ordering of G1.
We claim that  is a strong ordering of G as well.
Assume that this is not the case. Then there exist four vertices a; b; c; d of G such
that ab; ac; bd 2 E, a<d and b<c in , but cd 62 E. Since  is a strong ordering
of G1 and xy is a simplicial edge in G we conclude xy 2 fac; bdg. Without loss of
generality let a= x and c = y. Then, we have bd 2 E, yd 62 E and b<y in .
The edge xy is simplicial in G. Consequently, any vertex z 2 NG(y)nfbg is adjacent
to b, i.e. vertex y is dominated by vertex b in G. Moreover, since d is adjacent to b
and not to y we conclude that y is strictly dominated by b in G and, hence, in G1.
Now we get a contradiction with Lemma 7 | vertex y is strictly dominated by vertex
b in G1 but b<y in the lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering  of G1.
Thus,  is a strong ordering of G, i.e. G is a strongly orderable graph.
Let G = (V; E) be a graph. V 0V is an independent set in G if for all u; v 2 V 0,
uv 62 E holds. V 0V is a clique in G if for all u; v 2 V 0 with u 6= v, uv 2 E holds.
A sun Sk of size k (k>3) is a graph whose vertex set can be partitioned into two
sets, U = fu1; : : : ; ukg and W = fw1; : : : ; wkg; so that U induces a clique, W is an
independent set and wi is adjacent to uj if and only if i = j or i = j + 1 (mod k). In
[5,11] it was proven that a graph G is strongly chordal if and only if it is chordal
and does not contain any sun Sk as an induced subgraph. An induced cycle Ck on k
vertices with k>5 is called a hole. An antihole is the complement of a hole. A graph
is called weakly triangulated [16] if it has no hole or antihole as an induced subgraph.
Corollary 17. Every strongly orderable graph is a weakly triangulated graph that
does not contain suns as induced subgraphs.
Proof. Straightforward verication shows that no edge of a hole is simplicial. By
Corollary 15, holes cannot be induced subgraphs of a strongly orderable graph. We
will see also that no antihole and no sun has a simplicial edge.
Consider an antihole Ck = (v1; : : : ; vk ; v1) with the edge set E and an arbitrary edge
vivj, i 6= j  1 (mod k), of it. Vertices vi and vj divide the cycle Ck into two induced
paths. Let vlvl+1 be a middle edge of a longest path, and assume that vl is closer than
vl+1 to vj in that path. Since k>5 in Ck we have vlvi; vivj; vjvl+1 2 E but vlvl+1 62 E,
that is the edge vivj is not simplicial.
Now let Sk be a sun with clique U=fu1; : : : ; ukg and independent set W=fw1; : : : ; wkg.
Consider an edge uiuj of Sk . By denition of suns, vertex wi cannot be adjacent to both
uj−1 and uj+1. Assume without loss of generality that uj+1wi 62 E. Then from wiui 2 E,
uj+1uj 2 E and uj+1wi 62 E it follows that the edge uiuj is not simplicial. Now consider
the edges uiwi and uiwi−1 of Sk . Since wiui+1; wi−1ui−1 2 E and wiui−1; wi−1ui+1 62 E
neither of these edges can be simplicial.
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Fig. 1. Some forbidden subgraphs.
The converse of this corollary is not true. Fig. 1 presents some more minimal for-
bidden subgraphs for strongly orderable graphs.
3. Optimization problems on strongly orderable graphs
Here we show that four classical optimization problems can be solved in linear
time on a strongly orderable graph if this graph is given together with a lexicographic
quasi-simple elimination ordering.
Denote by
(G) =maxfjV 0j: V 0V and V 0 independent in Gg;
!(G) =maxfjV 0j: V 0V and V 0clique in Gg;
(G) =minfk: there is a partition V1; : : : ; Vk of V such that
V1; : : : ; Vk are independent in Gg;
(G) =minfk: there is a partition V1; : : : ; Vk of V such that
V1; : : : ; Vk are cliques in Gg;
respectively, the independence number, the clique number, the chromatic number and
the clique partition number of a graph G. (G) is called the chromatic number since
a partition V1; : : : ; Vk of V into independent sets Vi, i= 1; : : : ; k, is nothing else than a
coloring of G such that no two adjacent vertices have the same color. The maximum
independent set problem is to nd an independent set S of G such that jSj=(G). Anal-
ogously one can dene the maximum clique problem, the minimum coloring problem
and the minimum clique partition problem.
Obviously, for every graph G, (G)6(G) and !(G)6(G) hold. One of the most
important graph classes is the class of perfect graphs. A graph G is perfect [2] if for
all V 0V , (G(V 0))=!(G(V 0)) (or, equivalently [19], (G(V 0))=(G(V 0))) holds. It
is proven in [16] that weakly triangulated graphs are perfect. Hence, by Corollary 17,
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strongly orderable graphs are perfect too. Below we will give an algorithmic proof of
this fact.
A natural way to color the vertices of a graph G is to put them in order =(v1; : : : ; vn)
and then assign colors in the following manner. Scan the vertices of G in the order
v1; : : : ; vn. Assign to each vi the smallest color (positive integer) not used on any
neighbor vj of vi with j< i. We call this the greedy coloring algorithm. An ordering
 of a graph is perfect if for each induced subgraph H of G, the greedy algorithm
applied to H , gives an optimal coloring of H . An obstruction in a graph G with
ordering  is a set of four vertices fa; b; c; dg with edges ab; bc; cd (and no other
edges) and a<b; d<c in .
In 1981, Chvatal [6] introduced the notions of perfect ordering and perfectly order-
able graphs. A graph is perfectly orderable if it admits a perfect ordering. He proved
that an ordering is perfect if and only if it contains no obstruction, and that all perfectly
orderable graphs are perfect.
Although strongly orderable graphs are in general not perfectly orderable (see
Fig. 2), we will see that the greedy coloring algorithm can be still used to compute a
minimum coloring (and a maximum clique) of a strongly orderable graph. Moreover,
we will show that every strong ordering of a graph G is a perfect ordering of the
complement G of G. Hence, due to (G)=( G) (and (G)=!( G)), we can solve the
minimum clique partition problem (and the maximum independent set problem) on a
strongly orderable graph G by applying the greedy coloring algorithm to the graph G.
3.1. Minimum coloring and maximum clique problems
Let =(v1; : : : ; vn) be a lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering of a strongly
orderable graph G. The following algorithm computes simultaneously a minimum col-
oring and a maximum clique of a graph G. Note that this is backward greedy coloring.
The meanings of l and p will be given in the proof of Theorem 19.
Algorithm MC & MC
Input: a strongly orderable graph G=(V; E) with a lexicographic quasi-simple elim-
ination ordering  = (v1; : : : ; vn).
Output: a minimum coloring c : V ! f1; : : : ; (G)g and a maximum clique K of G.
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set l= 1, p= n and c(vn) = 1
for i = n− 1 to 1 do
begin
nd the minimum k 2 f1; 2; : : :g such that
c(vj) 6= k for all vj 2 NG(vi) with j> i
if k6l then set c(vi) = k
else set p= i; l= l+ 1 and c(vi) = l
end
set K = NG[vp] \ fvp; vp+1; : : : ; vng.
Our correctness proof of this algorithm is based on the following structural lemma.
Lemma 18. Let  be a lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering of a graph
G. Then any vertex v of G is simplicial in G>v or is dominated by a nonneighbor in
this graph G>v.
Proof. Let x be the smallest vertex of NG>v(v) with respect to . Since every lexi-
cographic quasi-simple elimination ordering is a strong ordering, by Lemma 14, the
edge vx is simplicial in G>v. Hence, each neighbor u of x with u>v is adjacent to
all neighbors of v in G>v. So, if there is in G>v a neighbor u of x which is not
adjacent to v, then we are done, since v is dominated by u in G>v. Otherwise, if all
neighbors of x in G>v are neighbors of v too, then we obtain that x is dominated by v
in the graph G>v. Since v<x in the lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering
, by Lemma 7, x cannot be strictly dominated by v in G>v. Thus the vertices v and
x are twins in G>v. So since edge xy is simplicial every two vertices of NG>v(v) are
adjacent. By denition, v is a simplicial vertex of G>v.
Theorem 19. Given a strongly orderable graph G and a lexicographic quasi-simple
elimination ordering of G; Algorithm MC&MC correctly computes a minimum col-
oring and a maximum clique of G in linear time.
Proof. In the algorithm we keep in l the number of currently used colors and in p
the position in  of the last vertex for which a new color was used. By Lemma 18,
vertex v is simplicial in G>v or is dominated by a nonneighbor in this graph. If v is
dominated by a nonneighbor u then the color c(u) is not presented in the neighborhood
of v in G>v. Hence in this case, the smallest color k, that is not used on any neighbor
of v in G>v, will be smaller than or equal to l, and the vertex v will get an old
color. We will need a new color only for vertex v which is simplicial in G>v and has
number of neighbors in this graph equal to l. Thus, the total number of colors used
by the algorithm is equal to the cardinality of clique K = NG[vp] \ fvp; vp+1; : : : ; vng.
This means that the algorithm computes a minimum coloring and that K is a maximum
clique of G.
It is not hard to implement the algorithm such that it runs in O(jV j+ jEj) time (see
[6]).
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We have proven that for every strongly orderable graph G, (G) = !(G) holds.
Since each induced subgraph of a strongly orderable graph is again strongly order-
able, the class of strongly orderable graphs is perfect. Unfortunately, a lexicographic
quasi-simple elimination ordering  of a graph G is not necessarily a lexico-
graphic quasi-simple elimination ordering of every induced subgraph. That is why the
reverse ordering R = (vn; : : : ; v1) to a lexicographic quasi-simple elimination ordering
 = (v1; : : : ; vn) is not necessarily a perfect ordering.
3.2. Minimum clique partition and maximum independent set problems
Let  = (v1; : : : ; vn) be a strong ordering of a strongly orderable graph G. The next
algorithm computes a minimum clique partition and a maximum independent set of a
graph G in linear time. Its rst part is the greedy coloring algorithm which works on
the complement G of G without constructing G. So, we avoid a nonlinear computation
of the complement of G. In the algorithm we keep in t(k) the number of vertices of
the graph colored with color k.
Algorithm MCP & MIS
Input: a strongly orderable graph G = (V; E) with a strong ordering  = (v1; : : : ; vn).
Output: a minimum clique partition c : V ! f1; : : : ; (G)g and a maximum
independent set S of G.
f minimum clique partition g
for i = 1 to n do set t(i) = 0
for i = 1 to n do
begin
nd the minimum k 2 f1; 2; : : :g such that the number of neighbors vj
of vi with j< i and c(vj) = k equals t(k);
set c(vi) = k and t(k) = t(k) + 1
end
set (G)=maximum k such that t(k) 6= 0;
f maximum independent set g
set S = ;
for i = (G) to 1 do
begin
set v= smallest vertex with respect to  from Ki = fx 2 V : c(x) = ig;
set u= smallest vertex with respect to  from Ki n fvg
if v is adjacent to some vertex of S then set S = S [ fug
else set S = S [ fvg
end
Before we go to the correctness proof of the Algorithm MCP&MIS, we present a
preliminary result of independent interest.
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Lemma 20. Each strong ordering of a graph G is a perfect ordering of the comple-
ment G of G.
Proof. Let  be a strong ordering of G and assume that it is not a perfect ordering
of G. Then we can nd in G an obstruction, i.e. four vertices a; b; c; d which induce a
path with edges ab; bc; cd of G and fulll a<b and d<c in . In G these vertices
induce a path with edges ca; ad; db of G. Since  was a strong ordering of G but we
get that a<b, d<c in  and bc is not an edge of G, a contradiction arises.
Theorem 21. Given a strongly orderable graph G and a strong ordering of it; Algo-
rithm MCP&MIS correctly computes a minimum clique partition and a maximum
independent set of G in linear time.
Proof. In the rst part of the algorithm we simply apply the greedy coloring algorithm
to the complement G of G without constructing this graph. Evidently, we need to assign
to vertex vi the smallest color not used on any nonneighbor vj of vi with j< i, i.e. the
smallest color k such that all t(k) vertices of G, colored with color k to this moment,
are contained in NG(vi). So, the correctness of this part follows from Lemma 20.
In the second part of the algorithm we construct a set S with jSj= (G). We need
to prove only that vertices of S are pairwise nonadjacent. We proceed by induction.
Assume that set S constructed before step i (i=(G); (G)−1; : : :) is independent and
let v and u be dened as in the algorithm. Furthermore, assume that the vertex v has
a neighbor b in S. We have c(b)>c(v) = i and v<b in . By the rst part of the
algorithm, this means that there must be a vertex c in clique Ki = fx 2 V : c(x) = ig
with c<b and which is not adjacent to b. (Otherwise, the vertex b must be colored
with color i.) Then b is not adjacent to u too. Indeed, if ub 2 E then from uv; vc 2 E,
u<c, v<b in strong ordering  we will get cb 2 E. Analogously, we can show that
the vertex u is not adjacent to any vertex d 2 S. If ud 2 E then from uv; vb 2 E,
u6c<b and v<d we obtain db 2 E, which is impossible since S is independent.
Thus, S[fvg or S[fug is an independent set. By induction, the nal set S computed
by the algorithm is independent.
Again, it is not hard to see that the algorithm works in O(jV j+ jEj) time.
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